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Specialty Coding: 

Codes of professions available for this specialty 

Specialty card: Master's Degree in Islamic History 

Level: Master's Degree 

Domain: Humanities and Social Sciences 

Field: Islamic Sciences - Arabic Language and Islamic Civilization 

Specialty: Islamic History 

1 - Training Location: 

Faculty: Faculty of Islamic Sciences, University of Batna1 

Department: Language and Islamic Civilization 

Decision Qualification reference: N°1361 du 02/12/2021. 

2 - Other Participants: 

Partners from other universities: Emir Abdelkader Constantine University, University of Algiers 2, 

University of Oran, University of Tlemcen... 

Other institutions, social and economic partners: Ministry of National Education, Religious Affairs, 

Ministry of Justice, Ministry of Culture, Ministry of Mujahideen Affairs 

Foreign international partners: Names of international partners 

3 - General Organization of Training: Project status 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

4 - Training content and its contexts: 

Domain : Humanities & Social 

Sciences 

 

Field: Islamic Sciences - Arabic 

Language and Islamic Civilization 

 

Islamic History 
Arabic Language 

and Quranic Studies 
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Islamic History is one of the branches of Arabic Language and Islamic Civilization, and the master's degree 

program offers modules with content focused on Islamic history. It explores the various aspects of political, 

economic, social, and cultural life known in Islamic civilization, examining the factors of development and 

identifying the different aspects of Islamic governance systems. It also highlights the political, social, 

economic, and cultural history of Algeria, tracing the history of the reform movement in the Islamic world, 

Algeria and its prominent figures, the general history of Algeria, the political and economic conditions it went 

through, and the different regimes it experienced during the Ottoman period and French occupation. The 

program showcases the development of the Algerian national movement and the great liberation revolution, 

including its local and external events, organizational structures, administrative, political, and military aspects, 

as well as its diplomatic and military victories leading to independence and all related scientific and cognitive 

contents, orientations, sources, schools, and programs. 

5 - Training Objectives:  

This program aims to facilitate access to conceptual and theoretical introductions and the main approaches of 

the specialty: Islamic history and national history, and their understanding. It emphasizes the use of historical 

writing sources, schools, methods, and programs, critically analyzing them in Islamic and national history. 

The program provides scientific knowledge and historical information about Islamic and national history. It 

prepares qualified teachers and provides them with Islamic and national values and principles. It also supports 

researchers to perform well and guides them to be more effective and beneficial. 

6 - Targeted Skills of the Training:  

The Master's degree equips students with the elements of knowledge and understanding of Islamic and national 

history. It enables the formation of a historical background and a comprehensive vision of critical 

circumstances and events, and their impact on the Islamic world and Algeria, as well as their interaction with 

the international climate and peoples in various domains during times of peace and war. 

7 - Local, Regional, and National Employability Capacities:  

Graduates with a Master's degree in this specialty can: 

• Continue their academic journey in a Ph.D. program. 

• Have the opportunity to obtain various job opportunities through public employment competitions. 

• Pursue careers in the education and pedagogical sector. 

• Explore opportunities in the religious affairs sector. 

• Pursue careers in other sectors such as archives, museums, media, publishing, commerce, 

communication agencies, tourism, non-governmental organizations, etc. 

• Explore opportunities in the private sector. 


